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About Federation
Jewish Federation of Greater Vancouver is committed to building a 

strong, vibrant and enduring Jewish community in the lower Mainland, 

in Israel and throughout the world by nurturing the values, practices 

and traditions which sustain and enrich Judaism and Jewish culture.

Federation works in collaboration with many partners locally, nationally 

and abroad. our efforts are combined with other Jewish communities 

in Canada through united Israel Appeal Federations Canada and in Israel 

through Keren Hayesod and the Jewish Agency for Israel.
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planning For the 
Challenges Ahead

this past fall we ran our annual campaign under the banner of – live Generously!  Shelter. Dignity. Hope. With a 
successful $7.5 million campaign behind us we are continuing to work, day-by-day, to fulfill that promise. the annual 
campaign is driving our ability to provide greater allocations for important programs that provide dignity, hope and 
support for tens of thousands of Jews here in our community, across Canada and around the world.

of the many examples of this work one local initiative is indicative of the momentum that Federation has built – 
the successful purchase by the tikva Housing Society of an 11 unit apartment in the Marpole area. A description of 
this incredible project is mentioned later in the annual report. this project was made possible by the extraordinary 
generosity of the Guincher Family and several other donors from our community, BC Housing, and the sweat 

equity of the tikva Housing Society leadership.

our focus on shelter also relates to work done by the Federation and Canadian Jewish Congress to enhance the 
security of our local institutions. Federation completed a study on security needs, leading to the development of a 
Security Grant program to provide matching funds to local institutions for security programs and resources. this 
coincides with CJC’s enhanced role in helping local institutions assess their needs, and joint Federation/CJC work 

in trying to leverage federal funding.

the annual campaign has grown 78% over the past six years. With this growth comes increased responsibility for 
greater stewardship, accountability and strategic use of resources to meet the needs of our Jewish community locally 
and abroad. Federation undertook a significant restructuring this year to enhance our financial resource development 

and planning with a comprehensive and integrated approach. 

the same focus and energy that drives the CJA campaign forward to continued annual campaign growth is now being 
applied to a wider field. We seek to increase endowment and other fundraising efforts that can help the community 

meet a broader spectrum of needs.  

there is no shortage of vital work to be done. preserving and strengthening Jewish identity, a projected burgeoning 
of our senior’s population and ongoing crises facing Israel are top of mind. equally compelling is the fact that we 
have a growing community struggling to catch up on its infrastructure needs. We have accomplished much, and we 
have an important mission ahead. Fine tuning our planning to better define needs, priorities and potential solutions 
lays the groundwork. Integrating our annual and planned giving strategies then capitalizes on all of our potential 
assets so that we can and will have a more profound impact on our community’s future.

to implement this vision we are building on several fronts to effect change in the Federation, including:
•	 Enabling	more	senior	management	time	to	be	focused	on	development	activities	by	restructuring	
 staff organization;
•	 Restructuring	our	board	to	provide	for	a	more	focused	approach	to	governance	responsibilities,		 	 	
 consistent with trends in the non-profit field;
•	 Re-branding	efforts	to	unify	our	image,	key	messaging	and	community	presence.	This	is	reflected	
 in our new logo, newsletters and website;
•	 Forging	better	working	partnerships	and	changing	the	way	we	structure	our	planning	activities	

 to strengthen our focus and impact on community priorities. 

Your	federation	is	a	reflection	of	the	community.	We	seek	to	work	smarter	and	harder	to	ensure	our	community	
continues to grow and thrive.  Your collective support drives our success and expands the scope of our vision. We 
continue to try to live up to the highest possible standards – yours!

Garry Zlotnik        Mark Gurvis
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Combined Jewish Appeal 2007 Campaign

We are delighted to report another year of unprecedented 

growth and commitment to strengthening the Jewish 

community at home, in Israel and worldwide. under the 

banner “Shelter. Dignity. Hope.”, our Combined Jewish 

Appeal annual campaign reached an all-time high of 

$7.5 million in 2007. 
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A total of 470 volunteers gave their time, expertise and personal financial 

resources to ensure the phenomenal success of this year’s campaign. there 

were many inspiring events to educate and engage the community, while 

the Yom Ha’atzmaut Mission to Israel and the Mission to ethiopia & Israel 

showed donors first-hand the difference their gift makes.

twenty-two was a magic number this year: the Major Donors division and 

Ben Gurion Society each welcomed 22 new donors, and the Women’s Division 

established 22 new lion of Judah benefactors. 

We have been fortunate to have Craig Diamond preside over the 2006 and 

2007 annual campaigns as well as the Israel emergency Campaign. thanks 

to his dedication and commitment, these campaigns achieved extraordinary 

growth, leading Federation to an overall fundraising achievement of more 

than $18 million. We acknowledge Craig for his exceptional leadership and

commitment. 

A  Federation held its first ever Men’s night out event at the Media Club. From left, Ken Shalinksy, Tim Berman, 
Steve Shalinsky and Steve Frishling.  •		B  over 220 women donors and guests attended this year’s night of 100 Dinners, 
contributing a total of $562,238 to this year’s campaign, an increase of $133,866 over their contributions last year.  
From left, event co-chairs Lianne Hayes-Peretz and Carrie Diamond, Women’s Division chair Lana Marks Pulver, 
event co-chair Josephine Nadel, and Isabelle Diamond.  •		C  Craig Diamond,  2007	General	Campaign	Chair		•	 D  
12	members	of	our	local	community	participated	in	a	mission	to	Ethiopia	and	Israel	in	March	2007.		•		E  13 members 
of	our	community	visited	Israel	for	a	special	Yom	Ha’atzmaut	Mission	in	April	2007.		•		F  the 3rd annual Choices 
event drew close to 500 women who were moved and inspired by keynote speaker Dr. Marla Shapiro. From left, 
Steven RodRozen, Women’s Division chair Lana Marks Pulver with event co-chair Lisa Boroditsky, guest speaker 
Marla Shapiro, and event co-chairs Alisa Charach, Karen Ergas and Myriam Freedman.  
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Shelter — caring for those in need

every Jew should have a home — somewhere decent, affordable and safe. And not just

physical shelter. everyone needs emotional shelter from the isolation of poverty, the 

shock of crisis and the pain of illness. this past year, a key focus of Federation was to

ensure a social safety net both in our community and abroad to protect those in need.

this included isolated seniors who depend on homecare and housing assistance, those

in need of affordable housing, food and medicine, and immigrants requiring emergency

financial aid to settle successfully into new communities in Israel and at home.
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the Impact of Shelter

through our beneficiary agencies, Federation in 2007 provided funding for: 

•	 Emergency	assistance	and	basic	support	—	food,	clothing,	medical	needs	

 and transportation — for Jewish Family Service Agency clients

•	 A	needs	assessment	through	the	Yaffa	Housing	Society	for	adults	with	

 mental health issues to better meet their needs through housing, 

 employment and social interaction

•	 Support	for	new	Canadians	and	new	immigrants	through	resettlement	

 and integration services

•	 JFSA’s	housing	coordinator,	who	helped	over	160	clients	in	their	search	

 for affordable housing

•	 Coordination	of	programs	and	services	at	the	Kehila	Society	for	the	

 Richmond Jewish community 

•	 Home-support	services	that	enabled	100	seniors	to	remain	in	their homes

•	 Food	parcels	and	hot	meals	through	the	Joint	Distribution	Committee	to		  

 nearly 200,000 impoverished and elderly Jews in the Former Soviet union 

•	 A	consultant	to	Tikva	Housing	Society,	who	successfully	identified	affordable		

 housing opportunities

•	 Assistance	and	social	services	to	Israeli	immigrants	from	France,	Russia,	

 ethiopia and elsewhere.

Dany Guincher House

Federation helped to facilitate 

a remarkable partnership 

between Tikva Housing 

Society and the Guincher 

family, which led to the 

purchase of an 11-unit 

apartment building 

in Vancouver’s Marpole 

neighbourhood. An 

extraordinarily generous

lead gift from the 

Guinchers made the project 

possible, along with further 

support from the Diamond 

Foundation, Morley and 

Myrna Koffman, Dan and 

Trudy Pekarsky, Annette 

Rothstein, Harley Rothstein 

and Eleanor Boyle, and the 

Zalkow Foundation. 

These funds were matched 

by BC Housing with a 

$740,000 forgivable loan. 

This is the first affordable 

housing project brought 

forward by our housing 

society and a first step 

as our community does

its part to address the 

region’s critical shortage 

of affordable housing. In 

cooperation with the Jewish 

Family Service Agency, six of 

the 11 units in the building  

now house JFSA clients. 
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Dignity — giving voice to the voiceless 

to live a life in dignity, individuals must have pride and respect and this means ensuring

basic needs — physical, emotional and spiritual — are met. Federation provided considerable

financial support last year to beneficiary agencies providing counseling services, programs 

for youth-at-risk and advocacy for those challenged by disabilities. these programs enabled

them in developing the knowledge and skills necessary for them to shape their own lives and

to live as fully participating members of our community. Jews must also have the ability to 

ascertain their individual and collective rights and safety within Canadian society. to ensure 

this, Federation became an even stronger advocate for our community’s collective security.
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the Impact of Dignity

through our beneficiary agencies, Federation in 2007 provided funding for:

•	 The	JCC’s	Bagel	Club,	which	offers social and recreational support to 

participants with developmental challenges and mental illness 

•	 The	L’Chaim	Adult	Day	Centre,	which	provides	critical	support	to frail and 

vulnerable members of our community as well as support to family caregivers 

•	 Shalom	BC,	which	served	290	new	immigrants,	and	responded	to	more	than	

 5,000 information queries   

•	 Programs	for	youth-at-risk	in	the	periphery	of	Israel	designed	to	strengthen	

 the self-esteem of disadvantaged youth and help high school drop-outs get 

 back on track

•	 Community	kitchens	for	members	of	the	Russian	speaking	community	

 in Richmond to overcome their social isolation and to integrate with others

•	 Our	Partnership	2000	region	of	the	Upper	Galilee	Panhandle	to help local 

 leadership be better prepared for crisis situations

Community Security

During the past year, 

Federation has worked 

closely with many community 

organizations to assist them 

in addressing their security 

concerns. In particular, 

our Allocations Planning 

Committee approved initial 

funding of $100,000 to 

provide professional resources 

to the community and funding 

to implement recommended 

security measures. A Security 

Allocations Committee 

has now been convened and 

is responsible for grants to 

community schools, agencies 

and synagogues. 
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Hope — planning for our future 

Hope is crucial to the human spirit. With hope we strive to do better, to be better. Who 

better represents hope than our youth? And so in 2007 Federation became even more 

committed to connecting them to Jewish life and learning, to camps and Israel, all of 

which can inspire lifelong Jewish identification. Hope for a thriving future is why we also 

provide support to our partnership region in Israel, why we create and support community 

cultural events and why we provide a vehicle for donors to plan for the continuity of our 

community through endowments and planned giving. Hope enables us to believe in a 

limitless tomorrow for our community, for Israel and for the world.
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the Impact of Hope

Federation strives to ensure a thriving future for our Greater Vancouver Jewish 

community by:

•	 Helping	Hillel	to	engage	more	than	1,000	students	at uBC, SFu and u Vic,

and providing hundreds of youth scholarships to attend Jewish summer camps

•	 Supporting	EIDAN,	a	new	year-long	leadership	training	program	at	the	JCC	

 for teenagers who want to make a difference in the world

•	 Operating	funds	and	tuition	assistance	to	make	our	5	Jewish	day	schools	

 accessible to students throughout the lower Mainland

•	 Israel	programs	for	students,	teens	and	young	adults	through	the	Israel	

 and overseas Affairs Department

•	 Professional	development	opportunities	for	our	community’s	educators

•	 Working	with	Jewish	summer	camp	leaders	from	BC,	Alberta	and	

 Washington to create a forum for shared opportunities and concerns

•	 The	Canada-Israel	Experience	Birthright	Program	in	Vancouver	which		

 sent approximately 150 teens and young adults to Israel this year

•	 Yom	Ha’atzmaut	event	where	over	1,200	attendees	celebrated	at	the	

 Chan Centre

•	 JCCGV	Succot,	Hanukkah	and	Purim	celebrations,	which	attracted	more	

 than 3,000 participants

Do good. Feel good. 
For generations 
to come.  

Create a permanent legacy 

at the Jewish Community 

Foundation, and you are doing 

a world of good for the causes 

you support — for generations 

to come. Our current fund 

holders recognize this. Already 

they see their planning paying 

off, with the Foundation 

directing permanent resources 

to services and agencies vital 

to our Jewish community.

In 2007 the Foundation 

awarded nearly $900,000 in 

grants from our restricted 

and unrestricted funds which 

went  to organizations 

committed to education, 

poverty relief, seniors 

support and arts and culture. 

This past year the Foundation 

also continued to offer 

innovative giving options 

as well as solid, professional 

expertise to help donors and 

their families realize their 

philanthropic goals.
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Federation Highlights
A Over 350 alumni of Taglit-
Birthright Israel and other Israel 
experience programs joined together 
at the 3rd annual Taglit-Birthright 
Israel MegaEvent. 

B Dor Chadash performs at the 
annual Yom Ha’atzmaut celebration 
at the Chan Centre in front of an 
audience of 1,200.

C Alumni from the first two cohorts of 
the Leadership and Identity in a New 
Age group met for a special evening 
focusing on our Jewish communal 
agencies.  From left, participants 
Paul Maurer, Michelle Dodek, 
Kelly Korbin.

D Karen James and Eve Camerman
enjoy the Women’s Division first 
Mission of Discovery, which included 
visits to 4 communal agencies.

E From left, Allan Gaerber, 
Jill Diamond and Morry Gaerber
at the Yom Ha’atzmaut Sponsor’s 
Reception.  

F Larry Barzelai awarding student 
at the 19th Annual Public Speaking 
Contest sponsored by the Israel and 
Overseas Affairs Department. Over 
130 grade 4-7 students participated.

G From left, Michelle Pollock, Kerri 
Chetner and Leanne Coleman. 
The Ben-Gurion Society held its first 
‘Insights Into Philanthropy’ series 
which introduced young donors to 
veteran community philanthropists.

H Teachers at Professional Develop-
ment Day held for educators at Jewish 
day and supplementary schools.

I 55 Lion of Judah donors participated 
at a special Lion of Judah tea to 
honour their generosity and 
commitment to our community.  
From left, Liza Rozen-Delman with 
event sponsor Jill Diamond, Women’s 
Division Chair, Lana Marks Pulver, 
event sponsor Cheryl Stein, 
keynote speaker Beverlee Ashmele 
and event sponor Anita Silber.
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J Over 200 people attended 
Federation’s Annual General 
Meeting, chaired by Diane Switzer. 

K Araleh Lapidot and Mark Gurvis 
provided awards to students at the 
annual High School Debates which 
had over 50 students participating 
on 10 school teams.

L The CJA Major Donors division 
kicked off its campaign efforts with 
a summer barbecue at the home of
Gordon and Leslie Diamond.

M From left, Joe Segal, Ted Zacks and 
Linda Mann Zacks at the CJA Major 
Donors summer barbecue event. 

N JCCGV Or Chadash dancers. 
As part of our Partnership 2000 
relationship with the Upper 
Galilee, the JCC’s youth Israeli 
dance troupe performed at 
Festival Karmiel in Israel.

O Lauri Glotman and Tammy 
Kerzner at Night of 100 Dinners.

P Over 700 people heard 
Professor Deborah Lipstadt’s 
enthralling speech at the CJA 
Campaign Opening Event. 
From left, event co-chairs Sherry 
Levinson and Marcy Schwartzman, 
keynote speaker Deborah Lipstadt, 
and event co-chair Bev Davis. 

Q Student participants at the 
Public Speaking Contest.

R Volunteer Bob Markin pitched 
in at one of the telethons held 
throughout Greater Vancouver 
during the campaign season.
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Federation Board of Directors  2006-2007

 officers
President   Garry Zlotnik 

 VP Allocations   Rob Greenwald 

 VP Financial Resources Development Jeffrey Goldberg  

 VP Israel & Overseas Affairs                       Stephen Gaerber 

 VP Leadership Development  Diane Switzer  

 VP Planning & Community Development Jack Altman    

 Secretary  Janice loomer Margolis 

 Treasurer  Michael Fugman 

 Immediate Past President  Bernard pinsky  

Directors

Rabbi Ilan Acoca  

 Jack Altman   

 Gary Averbach

 Sam Belzberg *

 Jonathan Berkowitz *

 Rabbi Shmuel Birnham

 Rabbi philip Bregman

 Bruce Cohen

 Jean Cooperberg

 Bob Coleman *

 Alex Cristall

 Bev Davis

 Craig Diamond

 Gordon Diamond *

 Michael elterman

 Rabbi Avraham Feigelstock

 Arnie Fine *

 Dennis Frankenburg *

 

Michael Fugman

Stephen Gaerber

Jeffrey Goldberg

Sondi Green *

Rob Greenwald

Rabbi Jonathan Infeld

Mark James

Rabbi Claudio Kaiser-Blueth

Rabbi laura Kaplan

Keren Kluk

Janice loomer Margolis

peter oreck *

Dan pekarsky *

Joshua pekarsky

lianne Hayes peretz

Bernard pinsky

lana pulver

lois Raphael *

Rabbi Andrew Rosenblatt

Harley Rothstein

Greg Samuels

Gary Segal

Joseph Segal *

Steve Shalinsky

Anita Silber

Diane Switzer

Isaac thau

Alvin Wasserman

Malcolm Weinstein *

Bob Willmot*

Rabbi Yitzchak Wineberg

ted Zacks *

Garry Zlotnik

* Honourary Directors                                     
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Committee Chairs  2006-2007

Combined Jewish Appeal 2007
 General Campaign Chair   Craig Diamond 

 Women’s Division Chair  lana Marks pulver 

 Major Gifts   Barry Glotman  

 Business & Professional                       David Golden 

 Young Leadership  Joel Guralnick

 Communications  Alvin Wasserman 

 Community Campaign  Karen James 

 Immediate Past General Chair  Jeffrey Goldberg  

 Ben-Gurion Society  Allen Gaerber, Jody Dales 

 Opening Event                        Bev Davis, Marcy Schwartzman, Sherry levinson 

 Night of 100 Dinners  Carrie Diamond, lianne Hayes peretz, Josephine nadel

 Choices  lisa Boroditsky, Alisa Charach, Karen ergas, Myriam Freedman  

 Telethons  ellen Miller 

 planning & Community Development
 Allocations Planning Committee  Rob Greenwald 

 Planning Council  Jack Altman 

 Census Committee  Jonathan Berkowitz  

 Security Allocations Committee Joshua pekarsky 

 Tikvah Housing Society                      Rozanne Kipnes, Janice Richmond, Co-Chairs

 Communications
 Communications Committee  Alvin Wasserman 

 Israel & overseas Affairs
 Israel and Overseas Affairs Chair  Stephen Gaerber 

 Partnership 2000   ted Zacks  

 Yom Ha’atzmaut Committee   Allan Gaerber, Stephen Gaerber   

 High School Debate  David emanuel    

 Public Speaking Contest   larry Barzelai  

 Scholarship Committee                      Stephen D. Simon

 Yom Hazikaron  Geoffrey Druker, Gabi peled 

 Canada Israel Experience   Janice loomer-Margolis 

 March of the Living  Myra Michaelson   

 leadership Development
 Leadership Development   Diane Switzer 

 Young Leadership Award Committee  Alex Cristall

 Jewish Community Foundation
 Board Chair   Isaac thau  

 Grant Distribution   linda Mann Zacks  

 Investment   Gary Segal     

 Women’s Endowment Fund   Josephine nadel   
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Volunteers
Pauline abrahams • andrew abramowich • arnold abramson • harris abro • roslyn adams • cathy adie • alan adirim • 
myra adirim • ronald adler • shelley ail • Patti aknin • mary-louise albert • miles alPerstein • aren altman • arliss altman 
• Jack altman • morris altman • andrew altow • cliff ames • merle ames • sheila anzarut • menashe arbel • Gary averbach • 
michael averbach • Gladys ballen • michael balshine • Gabriel bandel • PhiliP barer • hildy barnett • larry barzelai 
• nadav barzelai • erez barzilay • Joanne belzberG • avi ben moshe • Janos benisz • marilyn berGer • michael berGer • ryan berGer • 
rabbi stePhen berGer • heather berkowitz • Jonathan berkowitz • caron bernstein • Gillian berson • sassoon bezalel 
• maud blitz • Judith blumenkrans • beth boGner • darren boGner • leon boGner • claudia bolotin-Givon • david book • 
alan boroditsky •  lisa boroditsky •  Golriz boroomand • lily bouskila •  maoz bouskila •  Jake boxer •  eleanor boyle 
• Jeff bradshaw • eleanor braude • martin braverman • bernard bressler • dalia bressler • dallas brodie •  sara rena brody • 
kristiana bruneau • Glenn bullard • eve camerman • Josh carr • alisa charach • chana charach • neal chark • Jen chelin 
• esther chetner • kerri chetner • lucy chunG • sara ciacci • vivian claman • trudi coblenz • david coblin • babs cohen • 
bernard cohen • fred cohen • Gary cohen • Judith cohen • karen cohen • nechemJah cohen • rena cohen • richard cohen 
• tracey cohen • helen coleman • leanne coleman • robert coleman • sally coleman • taryn colley • Julian collis • 
maureen collis • Jean cooPerberG • allan corenblum • howard cossever • karen coulter • alex cristall • lorne cristall 
• maxwell cronk • harvey dales •  Jody dales •  betty davids •  kirsten davidson • beverly davis • marian dewitt • carrie diamond • 
charles diamond • craiG diamond • Gordon diamond • isabelle diamond • Jill diamond • leslie diamond • arthur dodek 
• marie doduck • Geoffrey druker • ron eichler • louis eisman • faye elias • Gabor elias • victor elias • michael elterman • 
david emanuel • catherine ePstein • mark ePstein • alfonso erGas • karen erGas • lori erGas • marcos erGas • robin esrock 
• chana raizel estrin • daniel fedder • daniel feldman • nora ferera-Pullmer • eric fielder • arnie fine • susan fine • michael fish • 
b e n  f i s h m a n  •  l i o n e l  f i s h m a n  •  m a r t i n  f i s h m a n  •  n a d i n e  f r a m e  •  n a o m i  f r a n k e n b u r G  •  d e b o r a h  f r e e d m a n 
• myriam freedman • steve frishlinG • dan fromowitz •  John fuerst • kathi fuGman • michael fuGman • allen Gaerber • 
leana Gaerber •  shari Gaerber • stePhen Gaerber • maureen Gales • ivan Gasoi • laurie Gasoi • michael Geller • Jean Gerber 
• michelle Ger ber  •   da ni el la  Gi von •  Janna Glassman •  rose marie Glassman •  barry  Glotman •  lauri Glotman • 
myriam Glotman • nadav Goelman • bea GoldberG • benJamin GoldberG • Jeffrey GoldberG • cathy Golden • david Golden 
• brian GoldenberG • david Goldman • arnold Golumbia •  Julio Gomberoff • rhona Gordon • sarah Goren • anita Granovsky • 
sondi Green • lorne GreenberG • morley Greene • rob Greenwald • myer GrinshPan • marla Groberman • marla GroPPer 
• mitchell GroPPer • Peter GroPPer • zora GroPPer • erica Groschler • fay Grostern • Gershon Growe • brenda Grubner • 
nicole Grubner • bill Gruenthal • claudio Guincher • Joel Guralnick • Penny Gurstein • annie Gurvis • sam Gutman • rahel halabe 
• colin halliwell • sam hanson • marelynn harowitz • sharon harowitz • trudy harowitz • eric hartman • lianne hayes Peretz • 
Jackie hector • susan hector • barbara heller • marlene hershfield • steve hertzman • Gabriel hirsch • rafi hirsch • raquel hirsch 
• shirley hirsch • Pat hoffman • michael horowitz • robert huber • trevor hurwitz • shirley hyman • michael isaacson • 
bette-Jane israels • andrea isserow • lindsay isserow • saul isserow • alex Jackson • raisie Jacobson • simon Jacobson • brent James 
• Gail James • karen James • mark James • howard JamPolsky • Patrick Johnson • sarah Johnson • ronald JosePhson • 
Peter kafka • lawrence kahn • saul kahn • JosePh kahn-tietz • simon kahya • michael kalef • howard kallner • Jonathan kallner 
• tamara kalvari • stacey kaPe • rima kaPlan • william kaPlan • debra karby • brenda karP • Jack karP • naomi kassel • Jeremiah katz • 
nadine katz • renee katz • barry katzen • sandi kaye • PhilliP kazakov • michael kierszenblat • tami kinG • rozanne kiPnes 
• sheila kleiman • wendi klein • Josh kleinman •  keren kluk • norma koeniGsfest • morley koffman • myrna koffman • 
ted koffman • caroline kolof • amnon kones • Gaetana korbin • Judi korbin • adam korbin • alisa korbin-delisle • stan korsch 
• alana korsunsky • beverley kort • lorne kotzer • mel kraJden • maayan kreitzman • marilyn krell • robert krell • 
Janine krikler • keta kruse • marilyn kryGier • Jack kunin • Jerry kushner • candace kwinter • nadine landa • aharon laPidot 
• irvinG laskin • meGan laskin • lucy laufer • Gary lazar • rhea lazar • Glen leader • Jonathon leiPsic • karly leiPsic • 
tobi lenett • Gloria levi • Gaynor levin • shanie levin • allan levine • marc levine • risa levine • sarah levine • william levine 
• brian levinkind • sherry levinson • dan levitt • Giselle levitt • valerie levitt • Gillian levy • lucie levy-sPack • debbie lewin • 
bev libin • harry liPetz • allan loomer • evelynne loomer • Janice loomer-marGolis • cathy lowenstein • Jeff lowenstein 
• caryn lubiner • Jack lutsky • lynn lutterman • donna macdermot • harley mackoff • alex maGil • livia mahler • steve malkin 
• ezra mandel •  J udy ma nd l ema n •  l i nda mann zacks •  alan marchant •  sarah marel- schaffer •  simon marGolis • 
marian marGolis-berz • alan marGulius • ted marGulius • humberto marin • bob markin • danna marks • karla marks 
• kevin marks • lana marks Pulver • robert matas • siGal mathews • Gail mattuck • meyer mattuck • Paul maurer • susan mendelson • 
betsy menkes • myra michaelson • brian mickelson • howard mickelson • John mickelson • Jack micner • rose mikelberG 
• ellen miller • frieda miller • norman miller • bryan millman • michael niels millman • niels millman • cheryl milner • eli mina • 
kara mintzberG • GeorGe minuk • esther moGyoros • Gayle morris • shelley morris • sherri morris • michael moscovich 
• Phyllis moscovich • ellen moscovitz • PhiliP moses • marilyn moss • ira nadel • JosePhine nadel • allen narvey • rick nelson • 
victor neuman • Peter noah • cornelia oberlander • tim oberlander • ken oPlinGer • carol oreck • mira oreck • Peter oreck 
• rabbi nachi Paris • lola Pawer • daniel Pekarsky • Joshua Pekarsky • trudy Pekarsky • Gaby Peled • bev PhiliPP • robert PhiliPP • 
bernard Pinsky • helen Pinsky • elliot Poll • michelle Pollock • neil Pollock • leah Pomerantz • dale Porte • david Porte 
• hershey Porte z”l • allan Posthuma • ruth Potter • shira Potter • lisa Pozin • brent Pullan • lisa Pullan • michelle Pullan •
naomi Pulvers • nancy Putterman • katie quinn • lionel raber • adam rabiner • benJamin rabinovitch • asher ramras 
• hindy ratner • Jeff reed • saar reGev • aGi reJto • elazar reshef • rory richards • Janice richmond • Jason rivers • 
derick rodrozen • deborah roitberG • Gary romalis • lisa romalis • richard rosenberG • GreGory rosenfeld • mark rosenGarten 
• natalie rosenGarten • laura rosenthal • ruth ross • harley rothstein • aitan roubini • shari roubini • doreen rozen • 
drory rozen • ron rozen • liza rozen-delman • mark rozenberG • barbara rubanenko • yael rubanenko-horwitz • toby rubin 
• mark russell • david sacks • leyla sacks • shaun sacks • GreG samuels • melanie samuels • tova sandbrand • sharon sanders • 
Jacqueline sankoff • stePhen schachter • steven schacter • Julie schneiderman • tracy schonfeld • rick schreiber 
• alexandra schwartz • marcy schwartzman • reisa schwartzman-ross • dina schweber • maya seeff • raPhael seeliG • 
Gary seGal • debbie setton • deborah setton-tabenkin • harvey shaffer • anita shafran • zev shafran • hertha shalinsky 
• kenneth shalinsky • stePhen shalinsky • sam shamash • yael shamir-elron • iris sharir • tamara shenkier • dan shmilovitch • 
Jill shore • arnold shuchat • alan shuster • Jackie sieGel • cecil siGal • michael siGal • anita silber • herbert silber • stacey silber 
• Joelly simkin • allan simmons • steve simon • bernard simPson • ruth sinGer • frank sirlin • lisa sirlin • heather sirlin-kenney • 
Jeanine slater • shael smith • tsur somerville • daisy sommer • GeorGes sommer • virGinia soronow • Penny sPrackman 
• al stein • cheryl stein • sunni stein • Julius steinberG • JosePh stern • marshall stern • marvin stern • sheila stern • 
Jane stoller • diane switzer • albert szaJman • boris tabakman • alan taPPer • linda tenenbaum • isaac thau • susan tick 
• aron tischler • Peter tolensky • Jill toPP • marni tritt • rochelle tucker • bob urist • wendi vaisler • hilary vallance • 
larry vineGar •  andy wachtel •  Jeffrey wachtel •  robert waisman •  leonard wall •  alvin wasserman •  dan waterman 
• david waterman • laura watt • charles weinberG • arthur weinstein • Judy weinstein • malcolm weinstein • huGh wellman • 
anita winestock • lu winters • sherri wise • daniel wiseman • kaylie wiseman • sandy wohl • Judith wolfman • Pamela wolfman 
• daniel wolfson • maxine wooGman • martin wriGht • Gary yaffe • marGalit yonash • deborah younGson • ali yusuf • 
ted zacks • vivian zalkow • corinne zimmerman • carla zivot • Garry zlotnik • lisbeth zlotnik • mark zlotnik • Gary zumar 

• michele zychlinski
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Financial Highlights

this statement includes the results of the 2006 CJA campaign and the activities of Jewish Federation of Greater 

Vancouver and Jewish Community Foundation of Greater Vancouver for the period September 1, 2006 through 

August	31,	2007.		The	statement	also	reflects	the	partial	activity	of	the	Israel	Emergency	Campaign	launched	in	

late July 2006 through the end of  the fiscal year.

the 2006 CJA campaign raised $6.88 million (2005 – $6.41 million).  In addition, during the fiscal year the 

Federation raised an additional $452,312 (2006 – 3.2 Million) through the Israel emergency Campaign, and 

$784,270 in miscellaneous contributions to local and international Jewish charities (2006 – $740,632).

the Foundation continued to experience steady growth, with new contributions of $2.3 million (2006 – $1.2 

million).  At August 31, 2007 the Foundation’s net assets amounted to $23.2 million (2006 – $22.4 million).  

During the fiscal year allocations and distributions from CJA, the Israel emergency Campaign and Foundation 

sources to local, national, and overseas agencies and programs amounted to $8.1 million (2006 – $10.5 million).  

Of	this	amount	$6.95	million	(2006	–	$6.45	million)	was	allocated	from	CJA	funds	and	miscellaneous	contributions,	

$452,312	from	the	IEC	(2006	–	3.2	million)	and	$892,656	(2006	–	$890,961)	was	allocated	from	the	Jewish	

Community Foundation.

For more details, on the financial statements of the Federation, please refer to the full audited statements 

available at www.jewishvancouver.com.
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Jewish Federation of Greater Vancouver

Condensed Statement of Financial position and operations 
Year ended August 31, 2007

  General Fund Foundation Fund IEC Campaign Total Total
FINANCIAL POSITION 2007 2007 2007 2007 2006

Assets  

Cash  $ 1,585,369 $ 364,512 $ 701 $ 1,950,582 $ 2,080,148

Pooled Investments   —   22,320,930   —   22,320,930   20,433,361

Bond and Mortgages   60,000   679,038   —   739,038   629,038

Pledges Receivable  2,355,354  —  20,829  2,376,183  4,634,622

Other Receivables and Prepaids  49,673  64,175  —  113,848  456,521

Capital Assets  61,913  —  —  61,913  70,943

TOTAL  $ 4,112,309 $ 23,428,655 $ 21,530 $ 27,562,494 $ 28,304,633

Liabilities  

Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities $ 477,254 $ — $ 21,530 $ 498,784 $ 2,198,330

Grants and Allocations Payable   50,000   183,263   —   233,263   162,000

Deferred Revenue   1,916,904   —   —   1,916,904   3,539,272

Net Assets  1,668,151  23,245,392  —  24,913,543  22,405,031

TOTAL  $ 4,112,309 $ 23,428,655 $ 21,530 $ 27,562,494 $ 28,304,633

OPERATIONS

Revenue 

Pledges and Contributions $ 6,866,622 $ 2,303,879 $ 452,312 $ 9,622,813 $ 10,805,711

Provisions for Uncollectible Pledges   (54,736)   —   —   (54,736)   (65,000)

Grant and Other Income   684,460   —   —   684,460   613,265

Interest, Dividends, and Miscellaneous Donations  899,033  491,844  —  1,390,877  2,095,781

Realized and Unrealized Gain in Value Investments  —  399,285  —  399,285  (225,766)

   $ 8,395,379 $ 3,195,008 $ 452,312 $ 12,042,699 $ 13,223,991

Expenditures  

Fundraising $ 951,209 $ 167,734 $ — $ 1,118,943 $ 1,103,578

Administration   199,156   111,822   —   310,978   302,185

Allocations and Grants (Local, National, Overseas)   6,759,298   892,656   452,312   8,104,266   10,529,177

Excess Revenues Over Expenditures $ 485,716 $ 2,022,796 $ — $ 2,508,512 $ 1,289,051

Interfund Transfers and Miscellaneous $ (61,078) $ 61,078 $ — $ — $ —

Net Assets, Beginning of the Year   1,243,513   21,161,518   —   22,405,031   21,115,980

New Assets, End of Year $ 1,668,151 $ 23,445,392 $ — $ 24,913,543 $ 22,405,031
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the organizations listed below represent constituent agencies which received funding in 2006/2007. the allocations 

listed	in	the	charts	reflect	the	distribution	of	funds	raised	by	the	annual	CJA	campaign	to	our	partners	in	Israel,	

nationally and abroad. 

Local Constituent Agencies 
beth israel hebrew school • beth tikvah hebrew school • burquest Jewish community association • camp Gan israel 

•  camp hatikvah • habonim-dror camp miriam • hillel vancouver • Jewish community centre of Greater vancouver 

• Jewish family service agency • Jewish festival of the arts society • Jewish historical society of bc • Jewish seniors 

alliance • kehila society of richmond • king david high school • north shore hebrew school • or shalom religious 

school • Pacific torah institute • Peretz centre for secular Jewish culture • richmond Jewish day school • schara tzedeck 

mesorah school • shalom bc • taG supplementary community high school • temple sholom religious school • 

vancouver hebrew academy • vancouver holocaust education centre • vancouver talmud torah elementary school 

• white rock/south surrey community centre

National Agencies 
canadian council for israel and Jewish advocacy • canada-israel committee, Pacific region • canada israel experience  • 

canadian Jewish congress, Pacific region • Jewish immigrant aid society • national Jewish campus life board • united 

Israel Appeal Federations Canada

International Agencies  
beyachad • Partnership 2000 – Galilee Panhandle • isracorps • Joint distribution committee • Jewish agency for israel 

• keren hayesod
 

Allocations  2006–2007
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Federation Staff

Senior Management

Mark Gurvis Executive Director

Marcie Flom Associate Executive Director, Financial Resource Development

Shelley Rivkin Associate Executive Director, Community Affairs

Suzanne Biersteker Chief Financial Officer

Financial Resource Development

David Berson Campaign Director

Wendy Finlayson Administrative Assistant, Jewish Community Foundation

Kathe Izen Mondlak Editor

Steve RodRozen Campaign Associate

Anna Shevchenko Communications Designer

Diana Stein Campaign Associate

Jessica Steinberg Communications Director

Gaenor Vaida Campaign Assistant

Community Affairs

Samara Bordan Israel Programs Follow-up Coordinator

Abba Brodt Community Affairs Director

Susana Cogan Housing Development Director

Nancy Lawrence Administrative Assistant, Israel & Overseas Affairs 

Yair Tabenkin Israel & Overseas Affairs Director

Administration

Tirzah Abraham Executive Assistant

Shelley Goldberg receptionist/administrative assistant 

Rita Propp Bookkeeping Assistant

Naomi Voss Database Administrator

Emilia Yau Accountant

Jay Zuskind Accounting Assistant
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